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Theft concerns students on campus and off
By Carrie McGourty
MUSTANG DAILY CONTRIBUTOR

Hannah Finder arrived home to
her apartment after a relaxing vaca
tion in San Jose. To her horror, she
discovered that her home had been
broken intt> with no trace of the per
petrator left behind.
She immediately called the police.
Once they arrived, they investigated
the scene, compiled a list of stolen
items, and finger printed the windtiws
where the criminal entered.
They still have no suspect and
Finder is now missing $5,000 worth of
expensive belongings including a
computer, a DVD player, software,
CL>», a digital video camera, lingerie
and even f(X)d.
“I don’t feel safe in my own home.

I’m completely paranoid,” Finder said.
Last December, a residential house
occupied hy students was broken into
on Lexington Court in San Luis
Obispo. At about 7:00 a.m., a door on
the side of the garage was broken
down by an intruder. He entered the
house, stole a computer and exited
while everyone was sleeping. By the
time the household awoke, there was
no trace of the thief.
“It made me feel like more of a tar
get,” said Pat Reynolds, a music junior
and neighbor to the trespassed home.
“People know students have expen
sive equipment.”
These incidents are examples of
burglary, a crime that has taken its toll
on many college students.
According to the California Crime

Index, San Luis Obispo rates as one of
the safest areas in the state. That same
index reveals that property crime is
the most common form of crime in
the county.
This information shows that theft
among students at Cal Poly and in the
San Luis Ohispo area is a troubling
reality.
“The amount of burglaries for stu
dents is high. Students come hack
from vacation and we get a lot of bur
glaries because they leave a lot of elec
tronics in their homes,” said Cindy
Collux, records manager of the
Records I'lepartment.
Fred Mills, security officer and
communication cix)rdinator with the
University Police, defined burglary as
“entry into a place with an intent to

commit pety-larson.”
Mills stated that in the year 2000
there were 22 burglaries on campus,
12 in the residence halls and two in
Greek establishments. In comparison
with other sch(xds. Mills stared that
those numbers were relatively aver
age.
Theft on campus is a lot different
than theft in apartments and houses
off campus. A lot of security on cam
pus is devoted to preventing burglary
and dealing with crimes that have
involved burglary or theft. With many
people around, thefts are less likely to
get away with burglary when there
could be many witnesses.
“We arc trying to educate and pre
pare students for the transition from
the dorm experience, with open dcxrrs

and lots of people, to the residential
experience,” said Rob Bryn, an officer
with San Luis Obispo Police
Department. “Students must lock
their doors, even when they’re at
home.”
According to the San Luis Ohispo
Police Department, in 1999 there
were 174 burglaries in the city of San
Luis Obispo. In 2000, there was a 5
percent increase to 183 burglaries.
Collux estimated that the rate is still
increasing.
“I estimate that the 5 percent rate
increase will be the same for 2001,”
Collux said.
The San Luis Obispo Police
Department has devoted a specific

see THEFT, page 2

Governor awards future teachers, boosts recruitment
By Bryan Dickerson

Candidates of the G T F receive
$10,000 now and $10,000 upon
completion of their credential.
In an effort to deepen the pool
The money helps cover tuition and
>Aof teacher talent, the state of
living expenses.
California recently awarded 22 Cal
“It helped me immensely,” said
Poly students the G overnor’s
recipient Ine: Gonzale:. “It helps
Teaching Fellowship. In exchange
me pay back my debt to Cal Poly. 1
for a commitment of four years of
have loans to repay.”
teaching at a low-performance
The program also fits in with
school, the program gives $20,000
Cal Poly’s tradition of learn by
to students working toward their
doing.
teaching credential.
“Cal
Poly’s
been
great,”
“The fellowship allows more stu Gonzalez said. “(It gave me) a lot
dents to continue in the field and of hands-on experience that has
earn credentials," said Peggy helped me he prepared for the
Smith-Andersen, credential ana classrixim.”
lyst for the University Center for
Smith-Andersen agrees that the
Teacher Education. “It alst> opens
G T F is immensely positive for its
their eyes to teaching in schixils recipients.
considered “low performance” hy
“The best teacher is stimeone
the standard index. These are who is properly prepared, and this
schixils they might not consider program definitely provides that,”
otherwise.”
she said.
The Academic Performance
Also of great value in California
Index, or API, rates a schixil’s per schools is proficiency in speaking a
AARON LAMBERT/MUSTANG DAILY
formance based on student test second language.
Inez Gonzales is a recepient of the Governor's Teaching Fellowship. The fellowship awards students
scores and other factors.
Gonzalez is bilingual and getting $20,000 to work toward their credential in exchange for a 4-year commitment to work at a iow-perforGov. Gray Davis signed Senate her
Bilingual
Cross-cultural mance schooi. Gonzales was one of 22 Cal Poly students to receive the honor.
Bill 1666 to boost teacher recruit Language
and
Academic
ment and battle the state’s teacher Development
certificate,
or
shortage. The state estimates that BC'LAD, this June.
during the next ten years,
“I’ve always wanted to go to a
California will need to attract and Spanish .speaking area and help
keep 300,000 new teachers.
out,” she said. “My mom is a bilin
The future of four San Luis Closing the .schcxils would result in Morro, Bishop’s Peak, Sunnyside
The program, now in its second gual aid at an elementary school,
Obispo area elementary schtxils savings of approximately $1 mil and Pacheco Elementary sch(X)ls.
year with 1,000 fellowships award and she’s been a big influence on
remains uncertain after district lion for the schixd district. The dis The closures would result in stu
ed, seeks to fill specific California me in pursuing teaching.”
trustees discus.sed the possibility of trict currently encompasses schixds dents from those schixils being
schmds that traditionally have
Gonzalez is hoping to be
sparing one of the schcxils from clo in San Luis Obispo, Morro Bay and moved ttY seven lYther campuses in
trouble keeping quality teachers, assigned to a school in Fresno
Los Osos.
sure.
the district — a move that has
who frequently select better-per where she grew up. She figures the
The board of trustees will meet raised the attention of many area
At a meeting Tuesday night, the
forming schixils.
best place to start her teaching
board, faced with having to cut again Thursday and Friday nights parents.
Financially, the com petitive, career is where it all began for her.
$3.3 million from the San Luis at 7 p.m. at Laguna Middle Schixil
Currently, the plan involves
merit-based award helps future
“W hen 1 was small, I would play
Coastal Schixil District’s budget, in San Luis Ohi.spo.
shifting students from Bishop’s
teachers while they get their cre teacher with my younger sister,”
confirmed its desire to keep at least
The original plan, proposed by Peak Elementary Schixil to Teach
dential. During their first year they Gonzalez said. “I would be the
one of the targeted schcxils open, district Superintendent Steven
typically aren’t paid for their full
see CLOSURES, page 2
according to a Tribune report. Ladd in November, would clo.se
seeFELLOWSHIP,,page2
time work.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
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Neij>hb()rh(k>d Ser\'ices.
The demofjraphics for thieves are

continued from page 1

very diver.se. Bryn said that there are
many iKcurrences when the victim
and the criminal know each other. It
can be anyone from a neijjhbor down
the street, a former roommate or
someone who infiltrated the home at
a party.
Then there are instances when the
burglar is a complete stranf»er.
“There are criminals who work col
leges and universities because it’s a

W e cvth e r

W ATCH

unit to clciil with huryhiry called rlie
Otiice ot Neighborhood Services. The
tiroup educates students about theft
issues related to livinj» oft campus.
“1 can’t reinforce enoujjh the need
for people to protect themselves and
to take responsibility for their person
al property,” said Bryn, who is active
ly involved in the Office of
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Elementary. Pacheco Elementary
School students would attend
Hawthorne Elementary, and students
from Morro Elementary in Morro Ray
and Sunnyside Elementary in Los
Osos would be moved to other
schools in their respective areas.
Given the city’s yrowinf: popula
tion and increasing enrollment fore
cast, many tru.stees feel that closing
the scluHils and then reopening; them
could be an expensive proposition,
according to a Tribune report. The
district is anticipating an influx of
approximately 650 new students by
2011.
Because no formal decision refjardinji the scluHils’ future has yet been
made, officials from Cal Poly and the
San Luis Coastal School District
could neither confirm nor deny any
involvement the university mijjht
have if the campuses are closed.

teacher and she would play the stu
dent."
Smith-Andersen highlights the
importance of the program in help
ing studeiTts receive an education
at those schools rated as low-per
formance, and how it helps firsttime teachers make it through the
financially tight credential period.
She emphasized, however, that the
program is about ntore than money.
“Most people teach for the love
of it,” Smith-Ander.sen said. “They
are drawn to it because they have
the desire to help others learn.”
Both
the
University
ot
California and T he C alifornia
State University administer the
teaching fellows program. A 12member panel i>f university faculty,
administrators and public school
educators constitute the candidate
review committee.

— Stefihcu Curran

Mustang Daily
tarttet-rich environment for them,”
said Brv'n.
It is not unctimmon for larceny to
be committed by someone who has
committed burf>lary before. Such peo
ple who commit larceny multiple
times know that colletje students’
homes will be filled with stereo sys
tems, CDs, expensive computer
equipment and other electronics.
The best advice against burglary
that Bryn offers students is to take
precaution.

“Get a double bolt lock and lock
your doors all the time, even when
you’re home,” Bryn said. “Make sure
windows are locked because unlocked
windt)ws are problematic. Leave a
porch light or driveway light on and
leave a light or radio on a rimer. If you
come home to find your house is bro
ken into, stay outside and u.se your
cell phone or a neighbor’s phone to
call the police. But most importantly,
protect yourself by taking precautions
against theft.”
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Cal Poly recepients of the Governor's Teaching Fellowship pose out
side their classroom. The fellowship seeks to recruit and retain
teachers, especially in districts that are labeled "low performing."
The program is in it's second year and offers 1,000 fellowships.
To meet the selection criteria for
the
G overnor’s
Teaching
Fellowship Program, applicants
must furnish several records,
including documented experience

of working with children, personal
and professional recommendations
and a “statement essay” addressing
their commitment to teach in a
low-performing school.
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• Check out a first date or blind date with friends.
Insist on going to a public place like a movie,
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coffeehouse or restaurant. Drive your own car to
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the date, or bring a cellular phone to call a taxi.
• Don’t leave a party with someone you just met
or don’t know well.
• Trust your instincts. If your date or a place
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makes you uneasy, G ET OUT.
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National Briefs
R e c e ssio n m a y have b o tto m e d -o u t

W ASHINGTON — The U.S.
economy may he recovering from
recession and close to being over,
top U.S. administration officials
said Sunday.
Federal Reserve officials and
Commerce Secretary Donald Evans
have both said in interviews and
speeches that the worst may be
over. But the Federal Reserve offi
cials said that it is tt)o soon to
declare victory.
In interviews, Treasury Secretary
Paul O ’Neill has sited a Fox News
Opinion Dynamic Poll that was
released Sunday that says 74 per
cent of Americans believe the
economy would improve in the
coming year and 14 percent expect
ed the economy to get worse.
O ’Neill said those predicting
improvement were “on the right
track.”
Evans said that U.S. retail sales
continue to be strong, as do auto
and home sales. Consumer spend
ing fuels two-thirds of the U.S.
economy.
— Reuters
P le a su re craft s m a s h e s in to
C o a s t G u a rd vessel; 11 injured

MIAMI — A 24-foot U .S. Coast
Guard vessel was hit at about 9
p.m. Saturday by a 65-foot Bayside
Blaster that was carrying 53 pa.ssengers. Eleven people were injured,
including two Coast Guard sailors
who were thrown overboard.
T he two sailors were ejected
from their vessel and swam ashore.
One was hospitalized for nearly
drowning and is in stable condi
tion, the other was treated for a
knee injury and released. Three
passengers from the pleasure craft
were also hospitalized, the others
were treated at a Coast Guard sta
tion in Miami Beach.
The Coast Guard boat took on

water and was partially submerged.
The cause t)f the accident is
being investigated by the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Commission and
the Coast Guard.
— Assocaited Press

decline in their overall feeling of
happiness during their freshman
year. Rut students wlu> exercised
reported a better state of happiness
and a greater feeling of control over
their lives.
— USA Today

C o llege stu dents not eatin g
right

MEDFORD, Mass. — The pre
liminary results of the ongoing
Tufts Longitudinal Study of 1,800
students revealed that most stu
dents do not have healthy eating
habits.
The ongoing research at Tufts
University discovered that 66 per
cent of freshmen dt) not eat enough
fruit and vegetables, 50 percent of
all students do not consume
enough fiber, 60 percent eat too
much saturated fat, and 30 percent
of female students do not have
enough calcium in their diet. But
59 percent of the students said they
knew the quality of their diet has
declined since coming to college.
Researchers say that these statis
tics are significant because the eat
ing habits that students form during
their college years often stick with
them into their 30s. They also said
that one of the problems is that
many students don’t realize that
their diet is unhealthy. For exam
ple, one third of students eliminat
ed red meat from their diets but did
not compensate by eating more
vegetables and low-fat proteins.
Rather, many of the students ate
breads and cheese, thus consuming
about the same amount of saturated
fat as those eating red meat.
The good news Is that the leg
endary “freshman 15” is a myth. On
average, college women gained 4.5
pounds their freshman year and
college men gained 5.5 pounds.
More bad news is that 32 percent
of students reported a decline in
their body image during their fresh
man year, 40 percent of college
women believe that they are over
weight, and 41 percent reported a

International Briefs
E u ro p e

BELFAST, Ireland — Two men
have been arrested and are being
questioned by police, Sunday, over
the death of Daniel McCtilgan, 20.
McColgan, a Catholic, was shot
repeatedly by two gunmen as he
arrived for work at a postal depot in
a predominantly Protestant district
in north Belfast Saturday.
Police believe the shooting is
part of the recent wave of violence
in the Capitol of Northern Ireland
that is believed to be caused by
Protestant and Catholic guerrilla
groups. Two guerrilla groups have
claimed responsibility for the
shooting.
M cColgan’s family has asked
that there not be retaliation for the
shooting, but do want to know why
he was made a target. Police
believe that he was shot simply
because he was a Catholic and an
easy target. M cColgan was the
father of a baby girl.
— Reuters
M id d le East

KA N D A H A R, Afghanistan Thirty more prisoners, who are sus
pected of being supporters of
Osama bin Laden, departed for a
U .S.
prison
camp
at
the
Guantanamo Bay Naval Station in
Cuba on Sunday. They will join 20
other prisoners who arrived Friday.
The prisoners, who were guarded
by U .S. troops and attack dogs,
shackled and had their faces cov
ered, are among the nearly 400
Taliban and al-Qaida suspects who
have been interned in Kandahar.
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Most of the lights at Kandahar air
port were shut-off as the men
boarded the plane. The tight secu
rity included patrolling Humvees
equipped with 50-caliber machine
guns.
A U.S. military official said that
one of the prisoners identified
Richard Reid, the man accused of
trying to blow up a trans-Atlantic
flight with explosives hidden in his
shoes, as someone he had trained
with at a camp run by bin Laden’s
al-Qaida network.
Also on Sunday, military inves* igators continued to search the site
of a U .S. K C -130 aircraft that
crashed Wednesday in southwest
mountains of Pakistan. They are
searching for seven missing victims
and clues to what caused the crash.
— Assocaited Press
M id d le E ast

KABUL,
Afghanistan
—
Leaders of the interim Afghan gov
ernment plan to request $45 billion
aid package to help reconstruct and
develop its shattered economy and
infrastructure and fund develop
ment projects for the next 10 years
at a pledging conference in Toyko
Jan. 21-22.
Most Western estimates of aid
needed were three to fout times
smaller. U.S. Senator Joseph Biden
said Saturday that the estimates he
heard were between $8 billion and
$20 billion. He believed that most
people would agree on a $10 billion
aid package for the next five years.
The EU has aimed to raise $9
billion for Afghanistan over the
next five years. A EU spokesperson
said that private investment should
also be considered in whether and
how to meet Kabul’s target budget
of $45 billion.
— Reuters

ing liquor. The amip.iny ^aid
Friday that it has come up with a
“chewable” version of its popular
Paesaejoo rice wine, which is a
mild variety of South Korea’s fiery
soju liquor. The new product,
which was developed during the
company’s campaign to find new
ways to consume traditional liquor,
is made with gelatin. The company
is conducting consumer surveys and
has no concrete plans to market the
product yet.
— Reuters
A sia

GA H A Tl, India — Sixteen peo
ple were killed and 10 were injured
when armed militants surrounded a
busy market in northeast India and
fired into the crowd. It is the
biggest attack of the regiim in
months. Twelve died at the market
and four died later from their
wounds.
The attack was carried out by
two outlawed militant groups that
operate out of Bangladesh and carry
out hit-and-run attacks in the
Indian state of Tripura. The rebels
are fighting to create a separate
homeland in the region, which has
been inhabited by thousands of
Bengali immigrants. Tribal guerillas
claim that they have become a
minority in their own land and fre
quently target the immigrants.
The attacks were unrelated to
separatist incidents in Kashmir and
the Dec. 1 3 terrorist attack on the
Indian Parliament.
All of the militants involved in
the attack escaped. Hundreds of
ptilice officers were dispatched
Sunday to search for them.
— Associated Press

A sia

SEO U L
—
Kooksoondang
Brewery Co. of South Korea is
developing an alternative to drink-

Briefs compiled from various news
services by Mustang Daily contribu
tor Anne Guilford.

oFUft>
Like all the colleges,
CL A is examining an
academic fee for
2002 and beyond.
Learn more and give your opinions!
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January
n u r s d a y lO t h

Inform ation Sessions
UU Table H o urs
O pen Forum for the College and Fee
Proposal(s) in Cal Poly Theatre

UU Hour Tabli

O pen D iscussions on Fees in Bldg 47,
Rm 31 ; drop in!

W ednesm y

Th u n ^a y

k

College O pen Meeting on Fees and
Budget in Cal Poly Theatre
College O pen Meeting on Fees and
Budget in Bldg 53, Rm 215

11am. Thuraday, Jan. 10
Yoaomito
7pm. UJadnaaday, Jan 16
11am. Thuraday. Jan. 17
UUS16
7pm. rrionday. Jan 21
Tanaya
7pm. Tuaaday. Jan. 22
Santa Lucia
7pm. UJadnaaday. Jan. 23
S ia rra FTIadra
11am. Thuraday. Jan 24
UU Hour Tabl(
m ulticultural Cantar 3pm. monday. Jan. 26
Trinity
7pm. Tuaaday. Jan. 29
UU216
11am. Thuraday. Jan 31

8*00 am

AmiCATiom puE MoRMr, febmukt n, 2002, bt 5 im
nt THE MB/H H0ÜUHG OFFICE, PUILDIHO 29.

E l Co r r a l Bo o k sto re

ADVANTAGE
EXCLUSIVELY FOR THE CAL POLY C O M M U N IT Y

You've heard about the
W E carry all required a n d recom m ended books
G E T the books when you need them
RESERVE or purchase your textbooks on-line
C O N V E N IE N T returns (no return postage)
IN S T A N T refunds
L A R G E ST used book inventory (saving you $$)
C O M P E T IT IV E low prices

ADVANTAGE

S H O P at once (If the books haven't arrived^ p re p ay an d w e'll call you)
G U A R A N T E E D highest buyback
EXTRA 1 0 % on buyback when you deposit your buy b ack into C a m p u s Express
PROFITS benefit C a l Poly students
VIP B U Y B A C K
(reserve your textbooks an d be eligible to sell your books b ack at the best price possible)

But that's not all w e offer!

ADVANTAGE
UP to 3 5 % off on NYT Bestsellers
SPECIAL order services
SUPPORTS campus book events
B O O K S E N S E on-line book purchases
LARGE Cam pus Author section
O N -H A N D titles from Architecture • Study Aids
EXPANDED magazine section
K N O W L E D G E A B L E and dedicated staff
K E E P IN G you reading since 1933

GATEW AY and APPLE computer demos
EDUCATIONALLY priced hardware
and software
H U G E selection of peripherals
SPECIAL order service available
AUTHORIZED computer service center
KNO W LED G EA BLE and courteous staff
O N-LINE Apple Computer sales

ADVANTAGE

ADVANTAGE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

W E carry all required supplies for your classes
COMPETITIVE prices
C O N V E N IE N T location
EASY refunds and exchanges
SPECIAL orders welcome
PRO CEEDS stay on campus - benefits C al Poly
K N O W LED G EA B LE and courteous staff
O N E-D A Y photo processing

at El Corral Bookstore

Monday - Thursday 7:45-6:00
Friday 7:45-4:30
Saturday 11:00-4:00

Serving you 24 hours a d a y

vsrww.elcorralbookstore.com
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A guide on how to survive on a student’s budget
By Audrey Amara

L E S S O N 1: M e e tin g p e o p le

MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Three girls are sitting on some
steps in the middle of the University
Union. One takes a hrown hag
bulging with goodies out of her back
pack. The next girl pulls out her plas
tic bag full of lunch.
The third girl, sitting a few feet
away on the cold cement step, leans
over to ignore the hunger pain shoot
ing through her stomach. She doesn’t
have any money for lunch since her
phone bill was a little bigger than
expected. Now she has to deal with
the consequence until payday.
It’s not that the two girls with a
lunch have any more money than the
other. In fact, if their incomes were
all compared, they would be about
even. The thing that separates the
three is that two of them know how
to live on a “student budget.’’
Living efficiently on a student bud
get begins with knowing the town. 1
remember my freshman year when 1
only went into the actual town of San
Luis Obispo about once a month. Ry
the end of the year, this number had
increased as 1 became more and more
familiar with iny surroundings. Rut
for a while, living in the dorms kept
me pretty isolated. 1 found that get
ting L)ver the tear of living in a new
place is the first and most important
step to living efficiently on a student
budget. 1lere are six rips on how to
eat cheaply.

ask to try something new. Now my posse.ssion, so 1 couldn’t afford any
roommate and 1 are so good at prac lunch anyway. When a friend and I
ticing this policy that every time we arrived, samples never tasted so good.
go shopping at Trader Joe’s, they ask By the time farmers market was over,
us, “What is it you want to try today?” we had taken full advantage of about
Other places that enjoy giving sam every sample that was given out. 1
ples include ice cream and frozen ended up going home filled up, and it
yogurt shops, Starbucks, supermar was all healthy food.
kets, bread shops, candy stores, bagel
shops and much more. Be sure to get L E S S O N 4: Fruit trees a n d v e g 
e ta b le g a rd e n s
permission first, though!
Students should be happy if the
L E S S O N 3: Farm ers' M a rk e t
area where they live has the right
Not every town has a farmers’ mar kind of terrain for fruits and vegeta
ket, but a good number of them do. bles to grow. Too many people don’t
For the towns that do, lcx:al farmers realize the hidden benefits of the
pick one day of the week to meet in a orange tree down the street, or the
designated spot and sell their pro tomato plant growing in the backyard
duce, or anything else that people of their rental house. For a low budget
L E S S O N 2: Free sa m p le s
will buy. Farmers’ Market day should student, plants such as these are as
Many places are happy to let their be taken with precaution for students good as gold. 1 wanted to test this
customers try their products, but the on a budget. Depending on what time hypothesis to see just how much food
customers just don’t know it. Trader of the day the market is held, it is not it could render. Setting aside only
Joe’s is a great example of this “hid a good idea to eat for at least three about two hours, 1 rode my bike
den benefit.’’ When 1 was walking hours before. The rea.son for this is to around to various neighborhoods, fill
down the energy bar isle out day, 1 make sure students can take full ing my backpack with anything 1
decided to try something other then advantage of the samples sitting on could find. It is a good idea to ask per
my usual choice of a chocolate fla the tables near the produce or other mission from the owner first.
vored POWERRAR. 1 stood in front edible giK^ds. Saturday incomings at 9
1 found oranges, apples, avocados
of the 50 flavors of energy bars for a.m. is a popular time for farmers’ (which are expensive in stores) and a
what must have been at least ten market to be held. This is goiid little, round, reddish-yellow “mystery
minutes. 1 was trying to decide because it opens just in time for fruit.” When ciuiiing across mystery
between the lemon zest LUNA bar breakfast.
fruit or vegetables, it is important tt)
and the hi>ney peanut RALANCE
In San Luis Obispo, Farmers’ make sure it is not poisonous, because
bar, when over my shoulder, 1 heard Market is held on Thursday evening d(Ktor bills are especialK expensive.
someone say, “Why diui’t yini just starting at 6 p.m. I’ll never forget
sample one.” 1 turned ariuind and saw when 1 skipped lunch one Thursday, L E S S O N 5: D rin k w ater
a Trader jo e ’s employee. He explained in preparation for the samples at
Most people do not drink enough
the store’s customer satisfaction pt>li- Farmers’ Market. Reing on a “student water. Students are no differetit.
cy, which encourages customers to budget" I only had about $1.00 in my Time, money or kick of resources are
Many students have jobs at places
that are located around town.
Usually, people who work like to help
out their friends by giving them the
same benefits — i.e. food — that they
receive
for
working
there.
Woodstock’s Pizza in San Luis Obispo
is a good example. Normally, a single
slice of mushroom pizza is $1.50.
However, if a friend or acquaintance
happens to he staffing the register, the
price will most likely be $0. The
point is, that when meeting new peo
ple, students should make sure to find
out: a) if that person has a job, b)
where the job is, and c) when they
work.

just a few of the reasons why students
do not drink water. Whatever the
reason, most people do not realize
that they need water. Besides the fact
that the human body is made up of
2/3 water, water can also satisfy
hunger. When I have only about
$0.50 in my purse, and I need it to
print out a five page report, taking a
few gulps of water from the drinking
fountain holds me over until Farmers’
Market. This could be the difference
between an “A ” or a “B” grade on my
report, because I saved money to
print out my work.
L E S S O N 6: Just a sk

Some of the best things happen
when 1 “just ask.” A friend and 1 were
in the mam part of our quaint college
town and we were hungry. We decid
ed to just a.sk a cashier at a wraps
eatery if we could have one of their
wraps. Sure enough, he told us to wait
right there and seconds later, he came
back with a chicken and rice wrap.
When
working
people
are
approached by students who tr>’ tii get
something free or for a discounted
price, they can only react in one of
two ways: 1) they are either so sur
prised with the question that they are
happy to fulfill that student’s wishes,
or 2) they get annoyed ami give a lec
ture on how customers need to pay in
order to receive food. Wh.itever the
outcome, it should be noted that “just
asking” is a simple, yet potentially
valu.ible, technique for getting some
tree huKl.

Terrorism experts worry about pre-approved, smaller attacks
By Dan Eggen and Michael
Dobbs
THE WASHINGTON POST

(WIRE) WASHINGTON — Just
four months ago, Cbama bin Laden
and his al-Qaida network had the
organization and re.sources to carry tnit
the most deadly terrorist attack ever
against the United States, killing more
than 3,000 people in a brazen airline
hijacking plot that ttx>k nearly two
years to devise at l(Kations around the
globe.
Four months later, sustained bomb

ing by U.S. forces in Afghanistan has
reduced al-Qaida’s training camps to
rubble, the group’s leaders are dead or
on the run and hundreds of fighters
linked to al-Qaida and its allied
Taliban militia have been rounded up
by U.S. forces. Governments and
banks worldwide are working in con
cert to cut off the group’s financial
resources.
The result is a severely hobbled
organizatitin that no longer has the
capability to plan or launch a new
operation tin the scale of the Sept. 11
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attacks in New York and Washington,
senior U.S. officials and leading terror
ism experts say.
Yet authorities in the United States
and Europe remain deeply worried
aKiut the possibility of more terrorist
attacks of smaller scope.
Even more alarming is the possibil
ity that bin Laden and his closest a.ssociates might have pre-approved anoth
er act of terrorism on the magnitude of
the Sept. 11 hijackings. Bush administratum officials said. At lea.st a half
dozen alleged terrorist plots connected
to al-(^ida have been unmasked since
Sept. 11, including plans to blow up
the U.S. embas.sy in Paris and to attack
U.S. interests in SingafH>re.
“We don’t know how much they
have in the can,” said deputy national
security advi.ser Stephen Hadley.
“What we worry aKnit is that there are
operations already
trained, populated, planned and
funded, and they are simply waiting for
an opportunity.”
Only two of al-Qaida’s top 10 lead
ers have been confirmed dead by U.S.
intelligence officials.
“It’s been crippled in Afghanistan
and crippled in Pakistan, but it hasn’t
been put out of business by any
stretch,” said one .senior U.S. law
enforcement official. “They are still
capable of doing a lot of damage.”
On Dec. 22, British native Richard
Reid tried to ignite his explosivesfilled sneakers on a jetliner Kiund
from Paris to Miami. Reid, a petty
criminal and recent convert to mili
tant Islam, raises the unnerving possi
bility that freelance terrorists might be
plotting attacks with minimal support
or direction from organized networks,
officials said.
Although the FBI and CIA suspect
Reid might have ties to al-Qaida,
including a po.ssible visit to an Afghan

training camp, they have yet to find
evidence to prove it, officials said in
interviews.
Mtist experts agree Reiil almost cer
tainly had help obtaining the sophi.sticated plastic explosives found hidden
in the soles of his sneakers and instnic-

govemment acknowledge that iimst of
the al-Qaida memivrs captured .so far
are low-level functionaries.
The Sept. 11 suicide hijackings,
along with previous attacks on the
U SS Q ile in Yemen and on U.S.
emba.vsies in East Africa, were clearly

“We don't know how much they have in the can."
Stephen Hadley
deputy national security advisor
tion in how to execute .such a plot.
One of the explosive chemicals found
in Reid’s shoes is ci>mmonly used by
Palestinian suicide bombers in Israel.
“The important point is that there
are a significant number of people who
subscribe to the same views as alQaida, and may chixise to act on those
views,” said Eric l>avis, a terrorism
expert at Rutgers University.
U.S. forces have apprehended more
than 460 members of al-Qaida or the
Taliban in Afghanistan. The FBI, CIA
and F)efen.se [department have seized
thousands of dcKuments and hundreds
of pieces of other evidence, including
weap<Tnry, terrorist handbooks and
laptop computers.
One senior U.S. law enforcement
official said “the dcKuments and other
evidence coming out of Afghanistan
has been very helpful in giving us a
much clearer picture of al-Qaida and
how it operated.” Authorities said last
week that a videotape found in a
house in Afghanistan led to the cap
ture of 15 suspected Islamic terrorists
in Singapore and thwarted alleged
plans to blow up Western embassies,
U.S. naval vessels and a bus ridden by
U.S. military personnel.
But the law enforcement official
and other experts inside and outside

in.spired and funded by a small group
closely allied with bin Liden. Yet ter
rorism experts .siiy al-Qaida, which
means “The Ba.se” in Arabic, is a net
work of cells that owe loyalty to a
charismatic leader, rather than a c»>nventional hierarchy.
“It is dirc'cted from the Kittom up as
much as the top down,” says Magnus
Ranstorp, deputy director of the center
tor study of terrtirism at St. Andrew’s
University in Sci>tland. “The typical
pattern before Sept. 11 was of liKal alQaida cells initiating reconnaissance
of potential targets, planning and then
going back to the al-Qaida leadership
for approval and possible funding. The
hxTt soldiers are self-initiating and selfsustaining.”
Pakistani intelligence officials esti
mate 20,000 people transited Pakistan
over the past decade en route to the
training camps establi.shed by bin
Liden in Afghanistan, with roughly
5,000 receiving all stages of training
and swearing an oath of allegiance to
bin Laden.
i.'Hficials fear that as many as half of
these loyalists may be* living in various
Middle Eastern, European, Asian and
North American cities as sleeper
agents.
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'Noogie' is a legitimate word
Ask any person on the street what
the function of a dictionary is and they
will answer, “to define words.” It seems
pretty basic; this is what we expect a
dictionary to do. But when words like
“bootie” are being added to the dictio
nary, some

hut 1 rarely hear angry coaches tell
umpires, “I’m going to give you a noo
gie.”
1 thought everybody already knew
what a noogie was, hut it might as well
he put in the dictionary for those unin
formed - and unfortunate - people
p
may who have never experienced the joy of
accuse d ic giving a noogie. It is defined in the
tionary-makers, or lexicographers, of new edition as an “annoying knuckle
going a bit overboard.
rub on the head." Yes, this is what a
According to an Associated Press noogie is; it is not a slang word that
story, M erriam -W ebster’s C ollegiate has different meanings for different
Dictionary’s Tenth Edition, a popular people. “Noogie” does have a definite
brand, is adding not only “bootie,” but meaning, and as such, it should defi
“hottie” and “noogie” as well. Out of nitely be included in the dictionary.
about 100 words that are added each The same applies to “bootie” - yes, it
year, these are some of the words they does mean “buttocks” as the new edi
thought of adding.
tion says.
Let me take this moment to applaud
“H ottie” is a bit more subjective of a
Merriam-Webster tor increasing the word - to Salma Hayek or n»)t tt'
relevance of the dictionary. .At first it Salma Hayek - but again, it is a rele
may seem like one of those “What i.s vant word in that it h.is a ciunmon def
the world coming to!" scen.irios, but inition, which in this case iN judged by
what is so terrible .ibout including Merriam-Webster to be “attractive.”
these words’ They .ire cert.iinly in use It’s gtiod to see the dictionary be cul
in evervday l.inguage, especially turally relevant and improve over the
.inumg people under, .say, 40 years old. years, and not just keep the heavy,
It a dictionary’s job is t»' define words, hardcover book-friim -the-’hC'' im.ige
a dictionary is actually doing its read that some people might still associate
ers a disservice bv not including cer with dictu>naries. Come on, this is the
tain words. Cuss words are different. ‘90s. Well . . . you get the idea.

If

Censorship takes many forms
Here wc
UKain, another year -iimtther quarter, iutother chance
to play the jjame of adding, dropping, searching, finding and where
the heck did “crashing” ctinie from!? How about the smart-a**es
tliar add a class through PC')WER in the middle of the week while
you’ve K'en flattening your “behind” on dusty classrcKim fltxtrs, yt>ur
best sad-puppy-face on, just to add that one course you, along with
17,000 other students, M UST have to graduate.
Ahh! Rowling. What can 1 say aKiut Kmling - the rnie pursuit of
higher education.
But let me give you a one-on-one course, a little freehee, something
to chew on while waiting for cla.ss to start ... or for class to end,
whiche\’er applies.
Hid you notice the little editing on the previous paragraph? 1 did
n’t >pell out ass or butt. It was just to get your attention. 1 could use
the most phallic language and no one would stop me. Well, except for
the ei.iitors and mv I'wn sense of proper writing. Tliere is ru> iwerseeing j-Kmer, no protes.v>r i>r administrator whti could sU'p the press and
pull the newspaper out of puhlicaiion. The l>.iily receives no money
from the universitv. therefore it cannot Iv pressured through threats
t)t budget cuts. Blit 1(.T me tell vou. other schix'b .ire not as fortunate.
Last week .'san Francisco .‘state's publication was pulled from the racks
bv the ehair of the loumaliMii departtiient. The editor tells me thi'
was done simply lvcau.se of the art displayed on the front coyer - dil^los. rile studetits protested, the 't.itf reacte«.! ,md the pajvr was back
o n the stands a while Liter.
C-'ould this hapjvn with the Mustang l>.iily? VCell, it has. Tlu* mo.si
recent e\ent was List ye.ir when jvople myolved with t^Yc'ii blouse
threw aw,iy piles of the Haily’s yipen Ihiuse edition. Tliey disliked an
.irticle, iqxLiting in-coming students on the three student disappear■inces, ,ind tWii commentaries aniiplaining aKuit the lack of diversi
ty on catiipus. “Why can’t you write positive articles.’” they prote.sted.
Most of the titne, though, tiothing happens, but not Kvause the
st.iff and faculty of Qil Poly’s journalism department blindly believe
in the l>.iily’s freedom of speech. They may or may not. TTie fact
remains that the limits have not Kvn tested. VCTien was the last time
you saw stimething seriously conrroversial in this paper? Not lately.
Not in the la.st five years or so.
There is amnher kind of censorship going on; in fact there are two.
yVie is the administration’s unwillingness to share inhmnation.
Anything controversial gets buried under bureaucratic junk. It’s not
just C?al Poly. Universities all around the country have been known
for bury ing anything that could hurt their image. A profes-stir gets fired
over a contnnersial i.vsue and the facts get shovcxl under the banner
“pc'rvmal is.sues.” An athlete leaves in the middle of the season and
no explanations are given, but nimors hint at his or her invidvement
Hi a ripe case or illegal activities. No one talk.s, no one knows. Qill
.in administrator and they’ll return your call days later, once the dead
line has pa.ssed and the article has been printed. 1 might K* exagger.iting, but that’s what it fcvLs like. Or, saying that they are not at lib
erty to speak on the issue, these administrators will refer yiHi to the
infamous Jeff Bliss. Mr. Bliss scvnts to be vHit of town quite frc*quently.
Actually, it’s more like five out of seven days of the week.
But the indirect censtttship doesn’t end there. A second type i>f
ceasorship, self-cen.sorship, may be even worse. Often it is the
reptirtcr’s unwillingness to see beyond the press release, which actual
ly hindets his or her own story. You see, even with one of the most
independent college newspapets, we still cktn’t get all the facts. The
university ckxs> whatever it can to keep its pristine image, while
reporters and students fail to questktn the “puffery" they are fed fnxn
administration. 1 don’t know the reasons for this phenomenon. It
might he txir generatuxi’s apathy towards anything px^litical, contmvetsial or non-television related. Is this a pn^lem with ntt solutiixi?
Yixi tell me. When was the last time you disagreed with s«imething
and iKtually tned to figure out w'hat really goes t>n behind the scenes.
The architecture department head suddenly quit, and the dean is
leaving in a few quarters as well. Ask why? TTiat doesn’t happen often.
How aUxit the head of the mechanical engineering department and
an alleged FBI investigation? Fk.vome involve».!. If you hear aKxit
something, let petiple know. Ltxtk into things yourself, lion’t rely on
the media. Question the fa<^a».le that is placed in front of you.

Commen

There are quite a few words in the
dictionary that aren’t even used regu
larly. In skimming through my own
trusty dictionary, 1 found words like
“bauble” - a trinket - and “factotum” a servant having numerous duties.
Anyone who doesn’t believe me can
look up the words themselves. 1 am not
saying these words should he replaced
by the new additions, hut it is nice to
see words in the dictionary that people
actually use in everyday life. If words
like this have a place in the dictionary,
then I’m sure words like “bootie” do
too.
W hen all is said and done, there are
going to he people who think that
“hottie” is an inappropriate word. This
probably cannot be helped, arul it is a
given that people who think it is
offensive priibably won’t want it in the
dictionary. But I submit the simple
argument in.ide bv Merriam-Webster
spokesman .Arthur Bicknell.
“These are words th.it have been in
use tor .1 long time,” Bicknell said in
the AT storv.
VC'hen words .ire in use for a h>ng
time, thev should get put in the dictio
nary. It m.ikes sense.
Matt Szabo is a jo u rn a lism ju n io r and
M ustang D aily staff w riter.

Prayer should stay out of schools
The relationship of politics and religion
in our .stKiety is once again in question,
due to the tragic events of Sept. 11. In the
days following the attacks, many people,
in c l u d i n g
th»)se who
p re v io u sly
didn’t consider themselves religious,
turned to religion for comfort and reassur
ance. America’s spiritual resurgence has
even .spilled into the public arena with
prayer rallies being held everywhere from
the World Series and other sporting events
to the Capitol building. As expected, the
issue of prayer in public schixils has once
again come hack into the spx>tlight, but
this time the opposition is not as vix;al.
And that 1 find troubling.
The government and its programs,
including the public sch»xil system, need
to remain secular. The First Amendment
of the Qtnstitution reads, “Qmgress shall
make no law respecting the establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof." This separation t>f church and
state is what distinguishes the United
States from most other ctxtntries in the
world. If we have learned anything from
the Taliban, it is that mixing religion and
politics isn’t gtxxl for the country. And
that applies to any religion. As Americans
we are able to chtxise what faith we want
to believe and practice without govern
ment interference. By allowing state sanc
tioned prayer in our public schcxils, the
government is unlawfully breaching that
division. Religion is something that is
practiced on an individual level.
The argument has been rai.sed that the
founding fathers never meant for such a
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broad inteq'tretation of this clause, and
wtiuld be m>ubled by the disappearance of
religion from our pop culture. However,
the founding fathers wrote the separation
into the constitution because of their
experience with non-secular colonial gov
ernments. When religion and government
are one and the same, then any criticism of
government is alsti an indictment against
religion. Tliere are alsti problems when
religion is allowed to influence govern
ment policy - we have only to lixik at the
Salem Witch Trials to sex- that. Innixent
women and men were killed because of
religious dextrine. More recently the exe
cutions and imprisonments in Afghani.stan
of religious minorities has shown us again
why religion and government should not
mix. There is no denying that the fixinding fathers were religious men, but they
also undersuxxJ the complications and
consequences of state sanctioned religion.
Sept. 11 caused many people to re-eval
uate their lives, but becoming more reli
gious as an individual doesn’t mean you
have to have prayer in schcxil. Public
schixil takes nxighly six hours a day, five
days a week. There is plenty of time for
people to find some point before or after
schixil to have their time with their God.
Even if religiixjs worship causes pmblems
with schtxil attendance, mtist schtxil dis
tricts take it as an excused absence.
Proponents of prayer in schtxil have aksti
said that the lack of any prayer in public
schtxil has htibbled religion in tiur ctiuntry
because students are not exposed to it for
12 years of their education. Having a .secu-

“T/iere is pL^nty o f time for
people to find some point
before or after school to have
their time with their God.*'
lar public schtxil system ha.sn’t impeded
the practice of religitin. Just Itxik around,
there are multiple htiuses tif wtirship in
every ttiwn. Tliere are religitius gatherings
being held and even ctimmercials tin TV.
enctiuraging petiple ttichtxise one religious
dtxtrine over antither. Plenty of people are
able tti ctintinually practice their faith and
even spread their ideas to tithers with tiur
secular schtxils. Besides, students are
exposed to religitin in public schtxils, but it
is taught frtim a historical, stxial studies
perspective; it is not preached. Schtxil is
not the place to try and convert stimetine
from one religion to antither. The type tif
exposure students do receive reinforces the
idea that Americans have the ability to
chouse what religitin to follow.
Sti far, the lack tif prayer in our public
school system has not caused petiple to
turn away from their religion, it hasn’t
stopped the spread of religitius ideas
thrtiugh the American people, and it has
n’t pushed religitin into the collective
American cltiset. People are still able to
Wtirship as they want. Children can even
pray tin their own at schtxil, but the dis
tinction has tti be made between vtiluntary
prayer and state sanctitined prayer.
Malia Spencer is a journalism Junior and
Mustang Daily staff writer.
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It^s time to include religion in intellectual talk
1 began attending a certain church about
a year and a half ago. This church - like
many others from both past and present has a hierarchy, a certain sense of impor^
^
tance in society
C O n ir n G n t^
and
various
beliefs. It seeks
an understanding of truth, but dogma has
become absolutely central to it. If someone
challenges a small part of its beliefs, he may,
at best, be applauded for original thought. If
someone challenges a fundamental one, he
is seen as a threat to the church’s power sys
tem. He most likely faces excommunica
tion.
This church is the university, and its
dogma is most often .scientism - the belief
that the nature of the universe and all fields
of inquiry can be exhaustively explained
within the understanding iif the physical
sciences.
This rigid structure may sound remark
ably familiar. The medieval church, tor
example, was also a body that became far
more interested in supporting its own
dogma - and its monopoly on intellectual
power - than seeking truth. In light ot this
tyr.inny over knowledge, many thinkers
deemed crucial the pursuit of truth. .As sci

entific investigation began to reveal revolu beyond the shackles of rigid dogma, then it
tionary claims such as a sun-centered uni is absolutely
im perative that other ‘7n the same sense that thinkers
verse without man as its center, empiricism approaches to knowledge are included at
o f the past believed it honest to
- the belief that knowledge can only be dis the philosophical discussion table. We must
covered through experience and the senses look beyond mere science to entertain the abandon religious thought,
- was thrust to the forefront as the leading possibility that religion and science can co  thinkers o f the present must be
method cif inquiry.
exist to explain truth. In the same sense
willing to abandon scientific dog'
You may recall from introductory philos that thinkers of the past believed it honest
ophy courses names such as David Hume to abandon religious thought, thinkers of matism if evidence points towards
and Immanuel Kant - thinkers who sought the present must be willing to abandon sci an alternative conclusion."
to develop an understanding of reality by en tific dogmatism if evidence points
what could be proven through the senses. towards
an
alternative
conclusion. (a C hristian) and Gerd Ludemann (an
This gave birth over the centuries to an Intellectual honesty demands it.
atheist) will bring this dialogue to our com
understanding of the universe as solely
In short, limiting intellectual inquiry munity in an attempt for the students of Cal
material in nature, effectively divorcing robs the individual of a conclusive under Poly and the people of San Luis Obispt) to
once solid religious claims from an under standing of truth. As the 21st century take part in this crucial pursuit to decipher
standing of reality. Truth became under begins and the wotkl enters a new era, it is the nature of the world in which w'e live.
standable only through science and, accord time to readmit the Church as a viable Perhaps imtst importantly, the Veritas
ingly, science became truth.
source of inquiry to the dialogue concerning Fitrum will seek to present the viewpoints of
Despite the fact that science has provid reality. This i> not to suggest that a return the scientific community and the church in
ed, in many cases, numerous answers to to uninformed, sometimes mythical, dog an integrated manner. This forum is central
questions about the physical world, many matic thinking is in order (i.e., the elimina to the intellectual vitality of this university
questions that have plagued mankind tion ot science as a source of understand not because it seeks ti' implement yet
thriHighout history, such as the existence of ing), but instead to pursue the wholeness of another mode of thinking, but because it
(,u)d and the role of man, still remain. This reality in the fullest manner possible.
seeks to discover truth. Moods, ideas, and
isn’t because these questions are unknow
Next week’s Veritas Forum (veritas is the theories will change with time. Truth will
able, but bec.iuse they are ot a purely unsci Latin word for “truth”) is an oppiirtunity tor not.
entific nature. If truth - an understanding this inclusive inquiry to be realized on t>ur
of the nature ot reality - is to be discovered own campus. Speakers such as J.P. Moreland N ick Sesnak is an English sop hom ore.

Planet of the apes? Som e people think so
(U -W IR E ) LO S AN GELES — In 199?, a
bunch of tree-huggers got together and start
ed a movement called the “G reat Ape
Project” with the purpose of raising public
awareness about
C O n ir n G n ta

heinous moral
wrongs
being
committed against our evolutionary next of
kin - the apes.
The group argues that an ape is morally
equivalent to a human and thus deserves the
same fundamental rights that any human
deserves. Are you ready for this? These
uniquely modern moralists have three main
demands for all of apekind.
First off, apes have a right to life. They
should be free from untimely deaths, so
killing an ape should be akin to killing a
human.
It gets better.
Second, apes deserve the protection of
individual liberty. If an ape is unfairly impris
oned - in a zoo, for example - he or she
shc^uld have access to due process of law, and
apes should only be imprisoned if deemed to
he dangerous to others.
Lastly, apes should be free from any kind of
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ties and length. Please limit length
to 250 words.
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writer's full name, major and class
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Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo
CA 93407
By fax:
(805) 756-6784
By e-mail:

mustangdaily@hotmail.com
D o not send letters as an attach
ment. Please send the text in the
body of the e-mail. Include'letter
to the editor' in the subject line.
Letters to the Buzz m ay also be
published.

torture, which includes their current subju
gation to medical testing and misu.se.
The group argues that apes are subject to
unfair prejudice merely because they are
unable to speak. W hat would we do w'ith a
Steven Hawking ape? Research completed by
revered scientists, such as Jane Goodall, has
strongly implied that apes have feelings and
desires. Apes are intelligent - in fact, some
may he more intelligent than our less intel
lectually endowed human brethren. Does
intelligence yield moral equivalency?
The members of this group believe that it
does. O nce upon a time, they remind us,
white men looked upon black men as ani
mals. Obviously, this nasty tidbit from our
moral past makes us cringe for the injustices
perpetrated out of such beliefs. Great Ape
believers suggest that in the future our
morally evolved descendants will view our
vile treatment of apes in a similar light - as a
form of barbarism against thinking, feeling
beings.
Great Ape supporters also argue that apes
are the ultimate “other" in Sartre’s terms.
Apes have problems outside of those the
mainstream human populace cares to under

lnter«sted in telling
everyone YOUR opinion?

stand. Because the dominant factor in .soci medical testing on apes in their country. Is
ety doesn’t care about the fate of apes, these the United Stares next?
lovable “beasts" are doomed to suffer until
1 certainly don’t think so. W hile the Great
their advocates can impact the awareness of
Ape Project may be completing valid work
the majority.
by raising awareness of the plight of apes
T he Great Ape ideology places judeoChristian thought in a pinch. W hat exactly being mistreated in the name of medical sci
is it that makes humans special? Why should ence, the rest of their platform devalues their
we value humans more than apes? On my message. Like dressing Marilyn Monroe in
semiannual cross country road trip this past Fubu, their package is Stunningly off kilter.
August, a Kansas radio commentator solved Anyone who would propose to an audience
the moral dilemma for me with perfect
that apes deserve due proce.ss in courts of law
Midwestern charm: “Jesus did not die for
de.serves to be laughed off the stage.
apes, but for all of humanity ... the Bible tells
T he Great Ape Project also specifically
us that we have dominion over the animals."
But if Jesus isn’t your cup of tea, does the acknowledges that some people of the world
Great Ape Project place you in an ethical don’t have the same rights that they want
dilemma? Are you supporting the torture of apes to have, but dismiss this fact by stipu
intelligent, feeling beings when you buy lating that there can be no order in attaining
medicines tested on apes?
rights for those who deserve them. Perhaps it
Yet, somewhere deep down, don’t we all
will be one of humanity’s most pathetic
know that Great Ape-ets have gone too far?
Is valuing an abstract person’s life more than moments when apes have more rights in one
an apes’ life a sort of moral relativism, a type country than people do in another.
of backward speciesism?
New Zealanders recently adopted the R e b e c ca Z a k, D a ily T ro ja n (U . S o u th e rn
Great Ape Project manifesto and ended all C a lifo rn ia)

Cheers to NBC for resuming
latemight alcohol ads
(U -W lR E) LOS ANGELES — NBC plans

How about drawing
cartoons about life on
campus or in SLO?
Become a freelancer or
cartoonist for the
Mustang Daily.
E mail :
mustangdaily@hotmail.com

or Call:
756-1796 and ask for the
opinion editor .

major T V networks for years without signifi
to break a network television ban on tunning cant public backlash.
It's understandable that some may express
hard liquor commercials this weekend by air
ing an ad from Guinness UDV's Smirnoff reservations about having tobacco and alcohol
vodka during an episode of "Saturday Night advertised on TV, but NBC? is doing this in a
Live." We'll drink to N BC for standing up to public-friendly manner. The ads are designed
the unpopular idea of running these commer for programs airing after 9 p.m., and can
cials in the face of other television networks' extend to other shows that have an audience
demographic of 85 percent aged 21 and older.
censorship.
The hard liquor companies must also run
T V networks have an immen.se influence
advertisements warning of alcohol's sideover their viewing audiences, shaping public
effects and dangers as a part of their contract.
opinion and defining the boundaries of
Also, ads making an effort to target younger,
American values. As the dominant media
impressionable viewers will not be run by the
source in the country, they have an obligation
network.
to ensure fairness in advertising and freedom
All other T V networks must follow suit
of speech. Alcohol and tobacco companies are with NBC? and stop playing babysitter and
legal businesses in the United States, and as censor with adult viewers.
such, they're entitled to the same treatment
by the media as other corporations. Beer mak
ers, for example, have been advertising on

Staff Editorial, Daily Bruin (U. California-Los
Angeles)
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Ford to cut 35,000
jobs, close plants
By Frank Swoboda
THE W ASHINGTON POST

(W IR E ) W A SH IN G T O N —
Ford Motor C o., the nation’s sec
ond larjjcst automaker, Friday
announced plans to reduce its
workforce by 10 percent and cut
plants and production in North
Am erican over the next few years
and elim inate tour car models in a
dramatic effort to return the trou
bled automaker to profitability.
T he company will eventually
elim inate 35,000 jobs, including
nearly 22,000 in North Am erica,
cut dividends to shareholders, sus
pend bonuses for managers and

time when the nation is struggling
to recover from a recession.
A lthough most U .S. carm akers
have been hurt by the weak econ 
omy and com petition from Japan,
Ford has fallen further than othei
companies.
“For most of the last decade
Ford M otor Co. was on a ro ll,” said
Ford. Rut “we strayed from what
got us to the top of the mountain
and it affected us greatly.”
N ext week the autom aker is
expected to announce its first
annual loss since 1992, a sharp
contrast to a year ago when it
reported a $6.67 billion profit for
the year 2000.

“For most o f the last decade Ford Motor Co. was on a
roll. (But) we strayed from what got us to the top o f the
mountain and it affected us greatly.”
William Clay Ford
Ford M otor Co. chairman
elim inate matching contributions
for 401 (K ) savings plans for
salaried employees. C hairm an
W illiam Clay Ford will foregt) his
salary and bonuses and accept only
stock ttptions.
T he ft)ur models being elim in at
ed arc the Lincoln C ontin ental,
Ford Escort, Mercury Villager and
Mercury Cougar.
Fitch bond
rating
service
responded to the actions by down
grading Ford’s senior debt ratings,
citing the continuing decline in
the automaker’s com petitive posi
tion. Standard &. Poors put a neg
ative outlook on Ford’s BBB credit
rating. A negative outlook is often
a signal the rating service may he
preparing to downgrade, which
can make it more expensive for
companies to borrow.
Ford also warned that there
might he more changes if its
assumption that the auto industry
will sell a total of 16 million vehi
cles this year turns out to he tot)
optm istic. Many analysts predict
that sales will he less than 15.5
million vehicles.
“We already have a war room
going and a plan B in place,” if the
company’s assumptions turn out to
he too optim istic. Ford told a news
conference. “W e’re going to look
at this plan week-hy-week.”
T he announcement comes at a

Last year. Ford dropped a full
percentage point in market share
to 2 3.1 percent and dropped tt) last
place in quality in a nationally
known survey.
T he biggest imp.ict of Friday’s
announcement will he in North
Am erica, although most of the job
cuts and plant elim inations can ’t
take place until Ford renegotiates
It s contract with the United Auto
Workers in September, 2003. Ford
can lay off workers, hut it must pay
them 95 percent of their base wage
until the contract expires.
Ford said Friday it plans to elim 
inate 1 5,000 hourly jobs and 5,000
salaried jobs in North America
and the balance in Europe. Those
figures
include
salaried
and
European jobs eliminated last year.
Ford has
3 4 5 ,0 0 0 employees
worldwide.
Ford plans to close plants in
Edison, N .J., S t. Lt)uis, Mo.
O ntario, Cleveland and Dearborn.
In addition, the company plans
what it describes Its major downsi:ing and shift reductions at 11
plants and line speed changes at
nine others.
Ford also plans to cut North
Am erican production capacity by
nearly a million units, from 5.8 to
4.7 m illion. Ford said the company
has never sold more than 4.8 m il
lion units in North America.
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Hockey dad found guilty in
fatal sports rage hearing
Thomas Junta, 44, was tounJ jiuilry t)f involuntary
manslauj2[hter by a Massachussettes jury Friday
By Pamela Ferdinand
SPECIA L TO THE WASHINGTON POST

(W IR E ) BO STO N — Thomas
ju nta, the hockey father accused
of pummeling another dad to
death, was found guilty of invol
untary
manslaughter
by
a
Massachusettes jury Friday in a
fatal case of sports rage.
jurors said in a group state
ment that they felt they had
reached a “very difficult, but
proper decision.”
junta, 44, claimed he killed
M ichael C ostin, 40, in selfdefense in a violent fight over
ju n ta ’s concerns about rough play
during their sons’ hockey prac
tice on July 5, 2000. Prosecutors,
however, said junta overpowered
the smaller man, whom he out
weighed by 100 pounds, and
delivered powerful blows t») his
head and neck, rupturing a major
artery. C'ostin died the next day.
At a time of increasingly seri
ous adult misconduct at competi
tive youth sports events, the tele
vised trial transfixed observers
nationwide, many of whom saw
in junta the face of suburban
hockey dads everywhere. T he
incident, which was witnessed by
children as young as 7, also raised
concerns about the psychological
welfare
of youngsters who
oKserve sideline violence.
Involuntary manslaughter rep
resents a lesser finding than vol
untary manslaughter and indi
cates jurors concluded that junta
did not intend to kill Costin but
that he used tiH> much force and
effectively committed an assault
and battery that resulted in
death, junta, who was immedi
ately taken into custody and his
bail revoked, faces up to 20 years
in prison when he is sentenced
later this m onth. Sentencing
guidelines, however, recommend
a 3- to 5-year sentence for first
time offenders.
His head bowed and face stoic.
Junta bit his lower lip as jurors
returned to the Cambridge court
room shortly past 6 p.m., after
more than 12 hours of delibera
tions over two days. The atmos

Frid ay, Febru ary 2 2 , 2 0 0 2 at Em bassy Su ites Hcitel
... AtV tvcTr^... D in e . .. K e y n o te S p e jtk e r . ..A w a r d s . ..
W ith 4 0 co m p an ie s like Bechtel, IBM , and M icro so ft!

phere was tense, and onlookers
appeared confused at first as the
judge was forced to ask the fore
woman several times whether the
defendant was guilty or not
before he received an answer.
She finally replied, “Number
three,” referring to the verdict of
involuntary manslaughter. Asked
again to clarify the verdict, she
said: “Three, guilty,” as ju n ta’s
attorneys shook their heads.
Several of his brothers sobbed
and hugged other family mem
bers as junta was led out of the
courtroom.
C ostin’s sister, Mary Barbu::i,
appeared in the courtroom min
utes later, holding the hand of his
young daughter and surrounded
by other weary family members.
She described ('ostin as a “loving
brother, a caring .son” and “.i
devoted father.”
“Our family will never be com-

”Our family will never he cotnplete again. Our fam 
ily and Michael have paid the ultimate price.”
Mary Barbuzzi
Michael Costin's sister

píete again. Our family and
Michael have paid the ultimate
price,” she said.
The argument that led to two
physical encounters between
ju n ta and C ostin occurred at
Burbank Ice Arena in Reading,
Mass., a suburb north of Boston.

the floor. wi[h junta kneeling
above him, Caistin hung onto
ju n ta’s wrist and continued try
ing to punch and kick him.
Saying knee injuries prevented
him frtim quickly standing up to
retreat from the fight, junta said
he threw three "o ff-b a la n c e ”
C hoking back tears at times, punches before Costin raised a
junta testified this week that he hand, as if to surrender. A college
became upset when he saw Kiys hockey player pulled Junta up by
“flashing” hockey sticks — his shoulders, and he said he
swinging them like ba.seball bats walked away, not even realizing
— at other children and saw one Costin was hurt.
of them elbow his son in the
The ptilice officer who rushed
head.
to the ice rink found Junta stand
Quinlan Junta, who was 10 at ing alone outside. Inside the
the time, testified that he saw his rink, p«)lice found Costin lying
father tell Costin to control the bhuKly and motionle.ss, surround
children.
ed by young skaters. In a taped
“He (C ostin) said, ‘HiK'key’s interview with police soon after
about h ittin g ,’" Quinlan said the incident, junta said he wish
Tuesday. “My dad said, ‘T h at’s the fight never happened. The
(exp letiv e). It’s about having exchange, he told police, was “a
fun.’”
stupid guy thing.”

have any
interesting encou nters
w ith t h e
S L iO
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The two men initially scuffled
briefly in an alcove between two
locker rooms before junta left the
ice rink with one of Q uinlan’s
friends, witnesses said. He said he
returned about a minute later
because he was concerned about
his son’s and another’s boy’s satety as they changed in the locker
room. But some witnesses said
junta re-entered the rink looking
to resume the fight.
Nancy Blanchard, an assistant
rink manager, told him he could
n’t enter the rink and that he
shoved her against the wall,
bruising her arm. ju n ta then
grabbed Carstin by the collar and
threw
him
to
the
floor,
Blanchard testified.
However, ju n ta said that
Michael Costin had tried to hit
him first when he entered the
rink and that both men fell to
the floor. Even as C'ostin lay on
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Disabled workers' rights in jeopardy, advocates say
By Miguel Liscano
DAILY TEXAN

(U-W IRE) AUSTIN. Texas — A
recent U.S. Supreme Court decision
could discourage people with disabili
ties trom seeking ¡^’overnment protec
tion, local advocacy j’roups said this
week.
In a unanimous decisitin, the
Supreme C'ouh ruled Tuesday that a
worker ditl not quality tor protection
under
the
.‘\mericans
with
nis.ihilities Act because her impair
ment vlid not limit major lite activi
ties mcludiny personal hygiene duties
■ind household chores.
The Supreme C'ourt tound that
Toyota employee Ella Williams’ par
tial disability did not obligate Toyota
to provide her with a job acciTmmodatiny her carpal runnel syndrome
and related sluHilder impairments,
which she claims to have acquired as
a result ot workinf» tor the company.
.Advocacy jiroups are divided over
the lonn-term ettects ot the decision.
Some contend it weakens the Al')A,

while others said the ruling simply
clarities what is actually written in
the act.
“There is a lor ot discrimination
that yoes on in the workplace, and in
other places as well, and the more
that law is cut back, the more limits
there are on the ability ot people with
disabilities to participate in the com
munity,” said Stephanie Thomas,
organizer tor the American Eiisabled
tor .Attendant Programs Today ot
Texas, or .ADAPT
Thomas said the case cuts back on
who is covered under the .AIXA, and
considered the decision to retlect a
trend ot rulinys that have eroded the
act.
The .AD.A should be supported as a
way ot helpin!.i employees who want
to work, Thomas said, as opposed to
beinjj viewed as a burden.
Thomas said the decision will dis
courage people trom tiliny tor ADA
protection and advocating» tor their
rijjhts, and questioned the extent of
disability required tor tuture protec
tion under the ADA it the act is tur-

ther weakened.
The 1990 act j»uarantees govern
ment protection tor people with a
physical impairment that suhstantial-

“/t puts the worker in a
lose'lose situation. They get
hurt doing the job, then
they're essentially fired for
being hurt and unable to
continue even though they
want to continue."
Dennis Borel
executive director of the
Coalition of Texans with
disabilities
ly limits one or more major lite activ
ities.
Dennis Borel, executive director ot
the Coalition of Texans with
l^isabilities, said the decision is
alarming tor all workinj» people, not
only those with disabilities.

Bush plans development of fueh
efficient cars with FreedomCAR
By Warren Brown
THE WASHINGTON POST

(WIRE) WASHINC'.TON — The
Bush administration might have tound
a way to ultimately wean Americans
trom gasciline-powered vehicles.
TlTat might seem laughable to envi
ronmental grtnips, some ot whom,
including the 7(X),tX'0-member Sierra
Club, are suing the government tor
allegedly tailing to improve the tuel
efticiency ot the nation’s cars and
trucks.
But tor those willing to accept
President Bush’s strategy ot tavoring
results over rhetoric, there is promise
in the administration’s announcement
earlier this week that it will work with
the country’’s Big Three car companies
to accelerate the development ot
hydrogen tuel-cell vehicles.
Success in that admittedly ambi
tious endeavor could remove cars ,ind
trucks tn>m the energ>- and environ
mental debates .iltogether. It also
could end U.S. dependence on toreign
oil, something that the
1975
CCorporate Average Fuel Economy
(C'AFE) program tailed to do.
In tact, it reasonably could be
argued that CAFE, which requires
new automotive tleets to meet tederal
tuel economy standards, actually
worked to increase U.S. purchases of
toreign oil.
We’ll come back u> that point later.
For now, let’s lixik at hydrogen tuel
cells, which produce electricitythrough an electrochemical reaction
that yields water vapor as its onlybyproduct.
The electricity powers the drive
wheels ot a car or truck. There is no
need to recharge the vehicle’s battery,
because the electrochemical process is
continuous. Tliat eliminates consumer
concerns about travel range - one ot
the biggest reasons behind the market
ing tlop ot pure-electric vehicles that
the Sierra Cduh wants the government
to buy.
The current crop ot tuel-cell vehi
cles - yes, working prototypes exist tend to rely on feeder fuels, such as rel.itively small amounts of ga.soline or
methanol, to produce the hydrogen

needed to generate electricity.
But other models, such as General
Motors Corp.’s Hydrogen 1 minivan which I drove last year in Mesa, Ari:. are straight-hydrogen vehicles, mean
ing that they carry a readily available
supply ot hydrogen onKiard. In recent
tests, the Hydrogen 1 ran 500 troublefree miles in one day in lCX)-degree
Fahrenheit heat, setting a new
endurance record tor a pure hydrogen
model.
But there are many problems to
.solve and challenges to overcome
before stimething like the Hydrogen 1
can become a salable pnxluct. C'hief
among those is that there is no infra
structure in place to provide hydrogen
to a broad range ot consumers. And
the community w-ould have ttt come to
understand the differences in the
volatility between gasoline and hydnv
gen.
Here, "infrastructure” means more
than the equivalent ot hydrogen gas
pumps. It means an informed and pre
pared public, including police, tire
departments, auto satety ofticials,
automotive technicians and dealer
ships, and federal energy policy
mavens.
Second, “infrastructure” means
vehicle development, design and manutacture, with special attention being
paid to onboard hydrogen storage and
delivery- modules.
All ot this is going to take time - at
least aniTther decade by the most opti
mistic estimates. It also will require
lots ot money, patience and political
will.
The
Bush
administration’s
FreedomCAR
(Cooperative
Automotive Research) program,
announced Tliurs(.lay, is supposed to
meet those challenges.
Seen
from one
perspective,
FreedomCAR replaces the Clinton
administration’s Partnership tor a New
Cieneration ot Vehicles (PNCj V),
which began in 1995. That program
was supposed to develop a mid-size
family sedan capable of getting 80
miles per gallon of gasoline.
PNGV produced prototype gas
miKlels that could get up to 70 mpg.
But it dill little to impress stiKkholders

and corporate hoards. The cars were
tiKT expensive to attract buyers.
Now, some environmentalists are
telling anyone who will listen that
FreedomCAR is a Bush ruse to do
away with PNGV and undermine
CAFE. That’s baloney.
FreedomCAR
continues
and
improves PNGV. It simply does so by
facing market realities. In 1993, when
the Clinton group launched its effort,
family cars were the dominant force in
the U.S. auto market.
But car companies last year sold
17.1 million new- cars and tnicks in the
United States, 49.6 percent of them
light trucks - sport utility vehicles,
vans, minivans and pickups and their
crossover derivatives.
The Bush administration simply fig
ures that it’s best to put high-tech dol
lars w-here the consumers are. That
makes perfectly gixxi sense to me.
F3esides, hydrogen fuel-cell develop
ment has long been a part of the
PNGV program, along w-ith the devel
opment of gas-electric hybrid vehicles
such as the new- Toyota Prius, Honda
Insight and Civic, and the upcoming
DixJges ESX3, Ford Prixligy- and GM
Precept. PNGV also pioneered the
development ot new lightweight,
high-strength automotive materials.
None (T that is K'ing lost. It’s simplybeing transferred to FreedomCAR.
Oh, yes, the CAFE thing. That pro
gram produced more fuel-efficient
vehicles. Rut it did nothing to
decrease ga.soline consumption in a
country- where a gallon ot unleaded
can be purchased tor less than the
price of a half-liter of Penta water.
CAFE simply made gasoline cheaper,
which largely is why more Americans
began buying more trucks and higher
horsepower cars.
CAFE also encouraged petroleum
companies to buy more oil fnan over
seas, where they could get it more
cheaply than pulling it out of the
ground or iKeans in the United States.
Consider this: The United States is
the only country- in the developed
world with a ('A FE law. Yet it con
sumes more gasoline than any other
country' in the world.

“It puts the worker in a lose-lose
situation," he said. “They get hurt
doing the job, then they’re es.sentially
fired tor being hurt and unable to
continue even though they want to
continue with some minimal accom
modations.”
Borel said people are more likely to
acquire a disability through a work
place injury than at birth, and the
ruling will limit the protection
offered to newly injured people.
But Stephen Bokat, general coun
sel tor the U .S. Chamber ot
Commerce, said advocacy groups
have tried to expand the ADA
beyond Congress’ original intentions.
He pointed to the unanimous
Supreme Canirt decision as proof that
the justices were merely conveying
the act’s true purpose.
“1 think they’re saying that
Congress intended the Americans
with Disabilities Act to protect peo
ple who were severely disabled in
their ability to function throughout
their lives, not an inability to perform
a single job,” he said.

He said the act is in place to pro
tect people who are di.sabled, not to
protect people with temporary, or
permanent but mild, impairments.
Saralee Tiede, spokeswoman tor
the Greater Austin Chamber of
C'ommerce, said the chamber staff has
not taken a position on the ruling.
Dolores Gonzalez, Austin’s ADA
coordinator, .said it should he under
stood that the act was not amended
in any way and the decision merely
tollowed what the law actually says.
“Wc don’t say that every single
condition is covered,” Gonzalez said.
“What we say is that conditions affect
people differently.”
Cjonzalez said the act still covers
those with disabilities that limit
major lite activities, adding that the
ruling might deter people who are not
qualified tor protection trom filing
because ot the law’s recent interpreta
tion.
The case is Toyota Motor
Manufacturing, Kentucky Inc. v.
Williams.
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RUGBY

tor 18 seast)iis and tjained tirsthand

continued fronn page 12

tt)r the Mustanys.

knowledtie ot the t^ame as a pl.iyer
The team has incredible depth,

Tony Pctruzclii. “We know that the
more we play together, the easier it
will he tor rhino's to tall into place.”
Thing's look like they’ll he continuinj» to tall into place tor the Cal
Poly ru{>hy team over the next tew
years. The ream is relatively voiintj,
composed ot mostly second and
third year students. These athletes
are determined to uphold Cal Poly’s
reputation as one of the top teams
in the nation.
“W e’ve been able to keep recruitinji quality players,” Archibald said.
“Once we started making the playotts, players just wanted to come
here and play.”
Archibald is just one ot many
experienced leaders on the ream.
He is jiuned by veterans Mike
#'i‘n* ■
Ranney, Rod Stinson, Jimnty
Hamlin and team captain Nick
Uiacalone.
g¿.
^
. , ’A.%b^ñÍ
The team benetits trom havint,'
AARON LAMBERT/VIUSTANG DAILY
an experienced coach as well.
Brian Barnard, number 21, receives a congratulatory high five from teammate Mike Ranney for his try.
Zanoh has coached Cal Poly rujiby

tJ

not only in its players, bur in the
orttaniration. There are actually
three teams associated with C^al
Poly rutiby, and all ot them work
tofic'ther tor the advancement ot the
ruj»by organization. The tirst sideteam is the competitive team that
plays tor a national rule. The sec
ond and third side-teams are com
posed (tt backups tor the first sideteam and yountjer players that are
learninf»

the

skills

and

rules

side-team

alst)

involved with ruyby.
T he

second

enjoyed a victory over U (T A on
Saturday with a score ot iC 1 7 . The
third side-team played the Arri>yo
Cirande men’s ruyby club and suttered a

loss.

The C'al Poly ruyby ream will
play three yames against DC Havis
this

Saturday

at

the

Sports

t^m iplex. The match begins at

1la.m

Smoggy Utah blue threatens Olympic view
His favorite show
is Survivor.
The Dave
Mathews Band and

He likes

J Iccart.
He plays

II

Basketball and
volunteers for

Local Charities.
They say, *^Hes
Everywhere,,, ”
Usually on the bus.
He likes the bus, it's
quick, easy and the
cost is a price
he can afford.

jf

—

/

For schedulesand
informationvisit
W W W . slo
rta.org

By Candus Thomson

and political leaders are stuck with a fect, but there’s a Kit lit thin);s we
view that visitors complain isn’t can’t control, and weather is one ot
worth a plunged nickel.
them,” said Kevin Sullivan, NRt?
W hither Salt Lake City’s snowy
W hile the current inversion may vice president ot communications.
mountains?
litt, the worry tor Olympics orj^aniz- “It the mountains are lost in the to)>,
For three weeks, that’s been the
ers is that the problematic weather so be it. T h at’s what we’re ),'tiiii); to
question in the host city ot the 2002
phenomenon isn’t unusual in these show them. Rut as loti); as you’ve (;ot
W inter Olympics, set to bet^in in
parts. Inversions happen when warm the athletes and the competition,
less than a month.
air alott acts as a lid above the cold yLiu’ve );*it the most imptirtant
A blanket ot siiu>n held in place
er air in Salt Lake Valley, creating a thiii);s.”
by a temperature inversion has blot
stagnant soup pot tilled with vehic
It there are weather problems, the
ted t»ut blue skies and the Wa.satch
ular and industrial emi.ssions. Even network is prepared tti show two
Mountains on the edtje ot town.
those romantic cracklinji wood documentaries: one .ibout the
Dunn); the holiday break, vacation
stoves and tireplaces add to the stew. rebuildiii); t>t the U.S. .skatiii); proers tlynTK into the airport west ot the
Inversions happen in other cities );r.im atter a 1961 .lirplane crash
city could see only the jayyed tips ot
at the edye ot mount.linst Los wiped out the priiyram, and .mother
the mountains .ind not a bit i>t the
.'XiiLieles, IVnver .ind .Mbuciuerque, about the .Army 10th Mount.iin
metropolitan area.
N.M. The bad ones in S.ilt L.ike c.in Hivisioii .Hid its link to the skiiii);
T h a t’s not ,i yiuxl omen for
l.ist three weeks.
pro);ram, Sullivan s.iid.
C)|ympics organizers and NB(? pro
How bad? Three years ayo, tire“It will be .1 ditterent L»ok, but
ducers, who are pl.inniny to use the
wiirks touched ott to rintj in the new you );o with wh.it you have,” he
10,000-toot snowcapped peaks as
year were sucked into the muck, adk.led.
the signature l.indmark tor the 17
their .sparkle reduced to a dull j^low.
University ot Utah meteorolo);y
days ot athletic competition that
Reliet CLTines when the tempeta- pr»>te.ssor Jim Steenbur);h said hisK'uin Feb. 8. When the nunintains
ture changes or a snowstorm scours toric.illy, the worst months tor
vanish, so d«K‘s much ot Salt Lake’s
the air. Rut a larye intlux ot tlakes inversions are December and
appeal.
durili); the Olympics could c.iuse a January, with Februarv IxMii); .i tr.inOn .some recent days, if it weren’t
bij;);er problem by wreakiny havtH.' sition month to warmer tempera
tor the t'it’antic, six-spire Mormon
on the transp«>rtation system and tures when the sun h.is a ch.ince to
Temple in the middle ot downtown,
causili); the postponentent ot some burn litt the smo)».
visitors mifjht be* convinced they’re
ciiinpetitions, as happened in
“It’s not out ot the realm ot po.ssistanding in Sheboygan.
Na);ano, japan, in 19V8.
bility that there will be to); tor the
How cruel that atter spending
“W e’d love tor thiii);s to be per opeiiiii); ceremonies,” he said.
millions to spruce up the city, civic
THE BALTIMORE SUN

Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143
A n n o u n c e m e n ts

I

A n n o u n c e m e n ts

I

A n n o u n c e m e n ts

E m p lo y m en t

Classifieds are Killer!!
Call 756-1143

Signatures
In Dance

Get $50 & C ell Phone
(540)633-1000

Feb . 1-3, Feb7-9
C .P . Theater Students $9
Tix at PA C call 756-2787

Wildflower Committee Apps.
tricalifornia.com/wildflower/
click “committee” Due 1/16

Interested in B u d d h ism
See w w w .slonet.org/-w w heron

“Bartender T rain ee s Needed”
Earn up to $25/HR “Inti.
Bartenders” will be back in S L O 1
w eek only! D ay/Eve c la ss e s , limit
ed seating call today
800-859-4109
www.mybartendingschool.com

Tandem Skydive from 13,000 ft.
at Lom poc Airport.
Aircraft seats 19 people, fantastic
ocean view s, gift certificates a vail
able. $10 off w/ this ad, certain
restrictions apply.
w w w .skydivesantabarbara.com
1-877-O K2-JU M P (805-740-9099).

D o n ’t “ bogart" that
Mustang Daily
pass it on!

E m p lo ym en t
O fficials wanted $7.29/Hour
Intramural Sp o rts 756-1366
Attend m eeting January 14
8:30 P M Rec Center Gallery.

Clerical A ssista n t- Journalism
Department is in search of a
Federal Work Study Student.
A ssist the department with general
office duties while working in the
exciting environment of C P T V ,
K C P R , and Mustang Daily. Duties
include answering phones, a s sis t
ing
w alk-ins, maintain files, typing and
word processing. $6.75/hr. Contact

E m p lo y m en t
Earn $1,000 For Your Group
Work on cam pus to raise money
for your student organization.
Make your own schedule and earn
$5 per application.
P le a se call 1-800-808-7450

F or Sale
L S A T study m aterials: 20 New and
used tests, Kaplan Study Guide.
$50 O B O . 541-5522
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Rugby Mustangs shut out Bruins

SCORES SCHEDULE BRIEFS TRIVIA

BAR

Cal Poly keeps national ranking, stomps UCLA 34-0 at Sports Complex
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Men's basketball
drops second
straight game

Cal Poly lock Jason Lauritsen gets a lift from teammates in order to outreach his UCLA opponents during a line out at Saturday's match.
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

By Eric Rich
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

Proving rhar they Jc''CrvL' tii be
ranku«.! sixrh in the nation, the t'a l
Poly rii^jhy team demolished UC^A
last S.iturday at the Sports t aMuplex
with a one-sided score of H -0.
From the openinjj whistle, the
Miisrantjs pl.iyed wirh an ayuressiveness that the Bruins couldn’t match.
Cal Poly dominated early with a
strong showing from their forwards
in the scrum and hy capitalizinR on
turnovers.
The tempo was set in the open
ing; minutes when John Kennard

broke throujzh the pack for ,m openfield run, which resulted in ,i try by
Bry.in .“Xrchibald. .Archibald had a
stront; i;ame by scoring a try, kickiny for four points ,ind .iddin^; an
assist. A try is the ultimate ^;oal in
niyby — the equivalent to a touchdown in football.
Overall, the ru(;by team had an
excellent offensive showing, as Ed
Frantz, Tony Petruzela, Brian
Bennard and jim my Hamlin all
scored tries. Kennard, Petruzela and
Jeff Stanga all added assists.
Head coach Charles Zanoli .said
there are numerous reasons behind

“The key to our );ame is that we
strunu several phases of open-field
play together,” he s.iid. “We c i m i i bined dominatin); first-phase play
with repetitive open-field runs to
L>ain some scoring opportunities.”
But offense wasn’t ('a l Poly’s only
strength. Hard tackles and effective
rucks characterized the defense,
which didn’t allow a sinj;le point,
On a few occasions, the Bruins
drove down to the Mustang’s goal
line, only to be stopped by the
relentless defense.
“Our strength was that we communicated well on defense,” said

the rugby team’s success.

fullback Bryan Archibald. “We were

constantly letrinf; each other know
where the weaknesses were and
when to fill the
’
Up and down the line, the
Mustanj;s are full of athletic talent,
Zanoli credits the quick backline as
an improvement from last year’s
squad, adding; an integral part of the
team ’s success. In addition, the
ream trains hard four days a week
and even returned early from the
winter break to prepare for the grueling sea.son ahead.
“W e’ve been putting a lot of
effort into our play,” said flanker
jg g
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Cal Poly swimming splits meets
By Matt Szabo
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The C'al Poly swim team faced
challcntjinn hack-to-hack meets
Ftiday ,ind Saturday, resultint.j in
two hit; wins for the men’s team and
two losses tor the women’s team.
On Friday at M ott Pool, the
m en’s team
heat C^al State
Northridt;e, 184 points to 111, hut
the women’s team lost to C SU N ,
176-121. On Saturday at U C Santa
(T u :, the men’s team won every
event, hut the women’s team lost to
the Banana Sluys hy 16 p»)ints.
The outcome t«ir the Friday meet
against Northri(.lt;e was indicated
e.irly, as the men .dready had a siz<ihle lead approximately halfway
through the meet; however, the
women were already behind at the
halfway m.irker.
Sever,il indivii.lual perfttrmances
stood out on the men’s team, led
once ,i^;ain hy junior Kyle Powers.

Powers, coming; off a 500-m eter
freestyle win last weekend at the
Irvine Invitational, won every
event in which he participated,
includinK the 500 freestyle and
1,000 freestyle. He was also a mem
ber of the victorimis 400 freestyle
relay.
Senior Matt Patane, who won
the 100 and 200 butterfly, said he
thouj;ht the men’s team’s perfor
mance was impressive.
“W e’ve turned the corner, espe
cially after the meet in Irvine,’’ he
said. “1 know today 1 saw a lor more
intensity and a lor more focus on
racing.’’
Head coach Rich Firman agreed
anil said he looked forward to the
Bij; West conference cham pi
onships to he held next month in
Lonj; Beach.
“1 think they’re starting to learn
what it’s K'hnj; to take to achieve at
the conference championships,” he

said. “This has been a big turn Cruz for a Saturday afternoon meet.
around these last two meets for us." The men’s victory was highlighted
Despite the final score, the hy freshman Ben Hardisty, who
women held their own, winning; recorded a lifetime best rime of
.several events. Sophomores Stacy 2:21 in the 200 breaststroke despite
Peterson and Mary Thomas each finishing second in the event.
won every event in which they par
Although the women lost again.
ticipated, inchidiny a mutual win Firman was happy with the effort,
in the 200 medley relay.
noting that Santa Cruz had a larger
“1 was really happy with my team and was thus able to not
swims; some were my best rimes,” spread their swimmers too thin.
Thomas said. “1 think overall the The effects of swimming back-toteam really stuck to>;ether and sup back meets akso took its toll, lie
said.
ported each other.”
Firman was impressed with the
“We swam very w'ell against a
overall effort as well, and he said much larger and stronger team,” he
said, “(am centration and focus dis
the team leaders were strony.
“W hen you have some of our sipates with the length of these
team leaders swim the way that meets. Bur we have to learn it,
they did,” he said, “it shows the because conference championships
other athletes with lesser abilities are three days long.”
that they can make those improve
Next up for the Mustangs is Cal
ments too.”
State Bakersfield on Saturday at
A fter the Friday meet, the Mott Pool, followed by a road game
Mustang’S traveled to U (' Santa against Pepperdine next Monday.

C.il Poly lost I t s second straight
road game Saturday night, falling
72-62 to Cal State Norrhridge. The
loss dropped the Mustangs to ^-5, 55 in Big West contests.
Varnie Dennis went 6-11 from
the floor and made six of 12 free
throws to .score 18 points. Mike
Titchenal and Jered Patterson each
scored nine points off the K-nch for
the Mustangs.
Cal Poly led by six points at the
half, and outrebounded Cal State
Northridge, 44-38, but let the
Matadors pull away in the .second
half. Cal State Northridge shot 50
percent from the fltxir, while the
Mustangs managed just 36 percent
and made only two of 16 three point
shots.
Cal Poly returns from their roadtrip to start a four-game homestand
on Wednesilay against Sac State in a
non-confetence
game.
The
Mustangs will play host to UC Santa
Barbara on Saturday, with two more
home games next week against Long
Beach State and UC' Irvine.

Minnesota
basketball player
transfers to Poly
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF REPORT

A thletic
Director
John
McC'utcheon and head coach Kevin
Bromley announced Friday that for
mer University of Minnesota guard
Shane Schilling h,is tr.insferred tiT
C'al Poly and will be eligible to play
Division 1 basketball in 2003.
Schilling was ptojected to be a
selection for the Big Ten AllC^onference team this year. Last
summer, he played throughout
Europe
with
the
Big
Ten
C'onference All-Stars.

